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In the supplementary material, we will provide more technical background,
technical details, training details and efficiency analysis of our method. Specifically, we discuss the differences between S2DNet and some related works in
Sec. 1. Then, we present more details about the detail sampler in Sec. 2 and
more details about the training in Sec. 3. At last, we compare the efficiency of
S2DNet to efficient action recognition methods in Sec. 4.

1

Differences between S2DNet and Some Related Works

Differences vs. Space-time Attention. The space-time attention is one of the
basic components of the transformers-based works [1, 2, 4, 10]. The differences
between the space-time attention and our space-time sampling lie in: 1) the
attention uses global information and the sampling uses local information; 2) the
attention works by importance weighting and the sampling works by Gaussian
filtering or linear interpolation; 3) the attention is performed at the feature level
while the sampling is performed at the input level (explained in Sec. 2).
Differences vs. Ensemble Models. Previous works for video recognition
[5, 9, 12] use different variants of their proposed methods for ensemble, so as to
further improve the accuracy. A key difference between the ensemble models and
S2DNet is: the different variants for ensemble are parallel while SNet and DNet
of S2DNet are arranged in a serial and progressive way. Notably, in our case, a
direct ensemble of SNet and DNet is 4.0% worse on top-1 accuracy compared to
the proposed S2DNet (b1 vs. b0 in Tab. 2b of the main paper).
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Details about Detail Sampler

The representation of the top-k likely actions: hard top-k scheme vs.
soft top-k scheme. Using hard top-k scheme (where s is a k-hot vector), DNet
treats each of the k classes equally and is enforced to extract discriminative
features that differentiate them. Using soft top-k scheme (where s is the softmax
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predictions from SNet), DNet could take a shortcut by voting for actions with
high scores in s. As a result, our hard top-k scheme (a0 in Tab. 2 of the paper)
is +1.2% better on top-1 than the soft top-k scheme in our experiments.
Sampling at the Input Level. In our detail sampler, S2DNet adopts grid
sampling over raw input frames while previous methods [8, 14] adopt grid sampling over features. The reason for input-level sampling is: it is too expensive for
S2DNet to extract frame-wise features from the input frames as dense as I.
While applying the grid sampling at the input level, a new challenge emerges:
if the key frames/regions are missed by the input-level sampling, it is difficult
to recover them at later stages3 . This leads to a high variance of the gradients
received by the location & scale module fθ , hindering the optimization process.
To mitigate the problem, firstly, the gradients of the output volume V̂ are
normalized to (−1, 1) before they are back-propagated to the module fθ . Secondly, using Kaiming initializer [7] with a = 5, we initialize (µt , µx , µy ) around 0,
T
. These settings help stabilize the gradients
(δx , δy ) around 1, and δt around 2×T
d
and enable the detail sampler to start from an appropriate initialization at the
beginning of training.
Scaling Location & Scale Parameters. The location & scale parameters
θ are scaled before they are fed to the detail sampler. Specifically, the grid centers
(µt , µx , µy ) are scaled to (−1, 1) by:
  \begin {split} \hat {\mu _t} &= \tanh {\left (\mu _t\right )}, \\ \hat {\mu _x} &= \tanh {\left (\mu _x\right )}, \\ \hat {\mu _y} &= \tanh {\left (\mu _y\right )}, \end {split} \label {eqn:grid_centers} 
(1)
which ensures the grid centers are within the sampling input. The grid strides
(δt , δx , δy ) are processed by:
  \begin {split} \hat {\delta _t} &= d_t \exp {\left (\delta _t\right )}, \\ \hat {\delta _x} &= d_x \exp {\left (\delta _x\right )}, \\ \hat {\delta _y} &= d_y \exp {\left (\delta _y\right )}, \end {split} \label {eqn:grid_strides} 
(2)

T
where exp is used to ensure positivity, and dt = 2×T
, dx = 1 and dy = 1 refer
d
to the aforementioned initial values of these strides.
Choices of Filters. To mimic the foveation of human eyes, early works [6,
14] uses Gaussian filters for spatial sampling. [8] shows that the mixture of a
temporal linear filter (based on linear interpolation) and two spatial Gaussian
filters work well for spatio-temporal sampling. For S2DNet, as shown in Tab. 1,
given the dense input I, using Gaussian filters for both sampling achieves comparable results (−0.1%) while being significantly faster than the mixture (↓5.9×).
Hardware-oriented optimization might speed up the temporal linear filter but
that is beyond the scope of this paper. Thus, we use Gaussian filters for both
spatial and temporal sampling for S2DNet.
3

By contrast, for feature-level sampling, the features are able to keep the information about the neighborhood and thus make it possible to recover the missing
frames/regions.
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Table 1: Comparison of the filters for the detail sampler on Something-Something
V2. Latency denotes the inference time (ms) per video using a Tesla V100 with
batch size as 16. Code is implemented using PyTorch [11]
Temporal Spatial Latency (ms) top-1
Linear Gaussian
Gaussian Gaussian

38.2
6.5

62.6
62.5

Configurations of fusing contextual features m to detailed features.
As shown in Table 2, compared to our default settings (d0), using m in detail
backbone/classifier alone (d1/d2) degrades the top-1 result by 1.4%/0.6%. Moreover, fusing m after res2 & res3 (d0) has +0.5%/+0.2% better performance than
those involving less or more stages (d3/d4). The above results suggest that the
fusion of m is more effective on high-level detail features.

Table 2: Results of different configurations of fusing contextual features m to
detailed features. “cls.” denotes the detail classifier
res2

res3

res4

cls.

top-1

top-5

GFLOPs

d0

✓

✓

✓

74.7

91.1

18.0

d1
d2

✓

✓
✓

74.1
73.3

90.7
90.9

18.0
17.9

✓
✓

74.2
74.5

90.9
91.1

18.0
18.1

d3
d4

3

✓

✓

✓
✓

Training Details

Training Algorithm. Since all components of S2DNet are differentiable, our
network can be trained from scratch in an end-to-end manner. In practice, for
a faster convergence, we adopt a two-stage training algorithm as follows. In
the first stage, the location & scale parameters θ are frozen. The center crop
of uniform input frames is used as input for DNet and all components except
the the location & scale module fθ are trained jointly. In the second stage, the
parameters θ are activated and all components of S2DNet are trained in an
end-to-end manner.
Training Hyper-parameters. For all datasets, S2DNet is trained using a
SGD optimizer with a momentum of 0.9. For Mini-Kinetics and SomethingSomething V1 & V2, instantiated using TSM, the backbones are initialized
from ImageNet [3] pretrained weights. The training parameters are: 120 training
epochs (40 for the first stage and 80 for the second), initial learning rate 0.001
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(with a cosine learning rate decaying schedule), weight decay 0.001, batch size 64
and dropout rate 0.5. For Kinetics-400, instantiated using X3D, the backbones
are initialized randomly. The training parameters are: 150 training epochs (50
for the first stage and 100 for the second), initial learning rate 0.005 (with a
cosine learning rate decaying schedule), weight decay 0.001, batch size 64 and
dropout rate 0.5.

4

More Efficiency Analysis

This subsection provides the efficiency analysis of the S2DNet variant in Tab. 3b
of the main paper. Notably, this variant is compared to the efficient action recognition methods (e.g., [13]) while the one in Sec. 4.5 of the main paper is compared
to the state-of-the-art methods (e.g., [12]). For all methods in comparison, the
testing batch size is set as 16 and a single Tesla V100 is used. As shown in
Tab. 3, one can observe that S2DNet is more accurate and enjoys significant
practical speedup with minor extra parameters. With comparable backbones
and similar/more frames, S2DNet achieves its efficiency gain by reducing redundant computation for spatial processing. More sophisticated implementation
(e.g., hardware-oriented optimization) might bring in more efficiency gain. This
is left to our future work.

Table 3: Efficiency comparison on Something-Something V2. All measures use
a Tesla V100 with batch size as 16. † denotes the reproduced results using the
corresponding official code
Methods

Backbones Frames Spatial Size GFLOPs Param. Latency (ms) top-1

TSM [9]
R50
AdaFocus [13] MN2/R50

8
8/12

2242
2242 /1762

33
34

24.3M
26.3M†

8.4
16.0†

59.1
60.7

S2DNet (ours) MN2/R50

8/12

1442 /1442

22

28.0M

6.5

62.5
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